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We report the extended growth of Graphene Oxide (GO) flakes using atmospheric pressure ethanol Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD). GO was used to catalyze the deposition of carbon on substrate in the ethanol CVD with Ar and H₂ as carrier gases. Raman, SEM, XPS and AFM characterized the growth to be reduced GO (RGO) of <5 layers. This new grown RGO possesses lower defect density with larger and increased distribution of sp² domains than chemically-reduced RGO. Furthermore this method without optimization reduces relative standard deviation of electrical conductivity between chips, from 80.5% to 16.5%, enabling RGO to be used in practical electronic devices.

1. Introduction

Graphene is a single atomic layer of sp² hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a honey-comb structure. Since the exfoliation of graphite into individual graphene sheets in 2004, its large carrier mobility, extraordinary thermal, chemical and optical properties have been highlighted. However the semi-metal and zero-band gap electronic structure of pristine graphene limits its use in electronic, sensing and optical applications. Some approaches to open the band-gap include post-processing of graphene such as strain engineering, lateral confinement, breaking inversion symmetry in bi-layer graphene, oxidation and usage of reduced graphene oxide (RGO).

One method of obtaining a band gap is through the use of RGO. RGO is an inexpensive, aqueous processable material with an industrial-scalable production route. An efficient and scalable method for production of RGO involves chemical oxidation of graphite followed by exfoliation and reduction. After reduction, the increased pockets of sp² hybridized carbon structure provides its mechanical strength and electrical conductivity.

Despite these advantages and a substantial progress in RGO research over the years, we are still not able to produce RGO on substrates with good homogeneity and conductivity for practical applications. This is due to the incomplete, poor coverage and different sizes of RGO flakes on substrates; posing a challenge to working with RGO fabrication.

It has been reported that Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) can be grown in ethanol Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) furnace using metal catalysts. But recently, it has been discovered that CNT can also be grown without a metal catalyst. A convincing model is still lacking on how carbon is nucleated and grown from oxides. Carbon growth has been reported using oxide seeds, such as nano-diamond particles, ZrO₂ and SiO₂ via vapor–solid–solid (VSS) growth mechanisms. Attempts have been made to grow Graphene on substrates directly without any catalyst using plasma or high pressure. Attempts have also been made to repair Graphene and Graphene oxide using ethanol CVD but no growth was observed.

Metals are commonly used as catalysts in several types of chemical reactions such as carbon nano-tube growth and Haber–Weiss reaction. One of the main properties of those metals is the presence of a free electron cloud on the surface of the metal which allows for ready exchange between the metal surface and the electron acceptor molecules. This is the principle behind catalytic reactions the metal acts as electron donor or in some cases as an electron acceptor. From graphene it is known that it provides 2D electron gas properties, comparable with metal surfaces.

From existing literature it is known that carbon cannot crystallize well by deposition from carburizing gases at low temperature without catalytic activation because of its strong C–C bonds and high melting temperature. To form good crystalline carbon, the carbon atoms must dissolve, diffuse through metal particles, and crystallize on an appropriate facet that can act as a template to help the epitaxial growth of carbon crystals. In our experiment the RGO on the substrate can act similar to the described metal particles, and help the growth of carbon crystals/layers. Here, we report the growth of RGO, which not only extend size but also homogeneity of its electrical conductivity, enabling RGO in electronic devices by the extended growth of GO flakes using ethanol CVD.

2. Results and Discussion

To grow and extend the size of RGO, a modified Hummers method was first used to obtain Graphene Oxide (GO) sheets. Briefly, graphite flakes were pre-oxidized using concentrated H₂SO₄, ultra-sonicated and filtered to remove small graphite debris. Then, the dried pre-oxidized graphite powder was added...
Fig. 1 SEM image of a) before ethanol CVD treatment GO flakes [highlighted in purple] on SiO$_2$ substrate with ca. 60% coverage b) after a 30-minutes CVD treatment RGO flakes [highlighted purple] and the extended RGO growths [highlighted in yellow] with a total ca. 75% coverage. c) High-magnification image on the new growths bridging between two RGO flakes.

Fig. 2 SEM image of a) GO flakes before and b) RGO flakes and extended RGO growths [highlighted in yellow] after 2 hours ethanol CVD treatment. The size and features of the Graphene Oxide are preserved after the CVD treatment.

A TEM image of the boundaries between the existing flake and new growth after 2 hours ethanol CVD treatment is shown in Figure S2. In the TEM image, the lighter contrast of the newly grown RGO is highlighted in yellow. The contrast difference is due to the difference in number of layers between the pre-existing RGO flake and newly grown RGO. It is observed that the new growth ends with circular edges, similar to observations in the high-magnification SEM image.

To clarify the effect of the GO, we have subjected clean substrates and also APTES-functionalized substrates to the same ethanol CVD process for up to 2 hours. These control substrates without initial GO flakes, showed neither carbon deposit nor carbon spectrum on the SEM and Raman respectively. This shows that initial GO flakes are essential to enable further RGO growth in the ethanol CVD setup. Obviously the initial RGO flakes seem to act as a crystal nucleus for further growth of these flakes.

Observation from the SEM picture of the same GO flakes before and after CVD treatment (Figure 2a and 2b) shows that the original GO is still present after the CVD treatment and there is no change in size. However, a different contrast between the original graphene flake and substrate can be observed under the SEM. Also, the extended growths are observed to be lighter in shade compared to pre-existing flakes. A possible contrast mechanism could be e- beam-induced surface potential between graphene of different band gaps. Differences in the number of RGO layers can also be observed as different contrast in the picture, the lightest being single or few layers and darker indicating more layers. Thus using the SEM allows effective and efficient identification of the existing flake, the new growth area and the relative thickness of the RGO. Within 2 hours, the substrate of ca. 1cmx1cm is completely covered with RGO.
Raman spectroscopy is important for the characterization of the graphene structure, thickness and defects. The optical micrograph of RGO flake and the substrate is shown in Figure 3a. Figure 3b shows Raman spectrum on the RGO flakes processed at different CVD durations. Both Graphitic-band (G-band, \(\sim1575\text{cm}^{-1}\)) and second-order Defect-band (2D-band, \(\sim2700\text{cm}^{-1}\)) are observed in Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphene (HOPG), GO and RGO in agreement with the literature.\(^{23}\) The G-band of unprocessed GO (1599\text{cm}^{-1}) was up-shifted compared with that of HOPG (1575\text{cm}^{-1}) and can be attributed to the presence of isolated double bonds that resonate at a higher frequency in GO than graphite.\(^{24}\) The G-band of the 2 hour CVD processed sample (1585\text{cm}^{-1}) down-shifts closer to the G-band of HOPG. Furthermore, the 2D-band up-shifting of CVD samples towards the graphite 2-D band position also suggests more significant structural changes towards graphite as CVD process time increases.\(^{25}\)

The observation of the D-band of GO and RGO at \(\sim1350\text{cm}^{-1}\) suggests the presence of disordered structural defects from the attachment of hydroxyl and epoxide groups on the carbon plane.\(^{23}\) The Defect-band/Graphitic-band (D/G) intensity ratio is observed to decrease from 1.02 in GO samples to 0.88 in the 2 hour CVD samples. Decrease in the D/G intensity value corresponds to an increase in average size of sp\(^2\) domains.\(^{26}\) Thus, ethanol CVD method increased the average size of sp\(^2\) domains on existing GO flakes. Using the Tuinstra-Koenig empirical method, the lateral domain size of the sp\(^2\) graphitic ring cluster on the GO flake after 2 hours of Ethanol CVD treatment is calculated to be \(\sim4.8\text{nm}\). The treatment by ethanol CVD could increase the spatial dimension of the sp\(^2\) region of existing RGO flake thus resulting in an increase in conductivity. However, it is observed that this graphitization is not the only reason that led to the increase in electrical conductivity.

Raman spectroscopy was also performed on the spaces between RGO flakes for all samples as shown in Figure 3c. The contrast difference between the initial RGO flakes and the substrate was used as a guide to perform Raman. Measurement of spaces from the 1 hour and 2 hours samples showed peaks of 1351\text{cm}^{-1}, 1585\text{cm}^{-1}, 2711\text{cm}^{-1} which are consistent with the D, G and 2D bands of typical RGO. Whereas, no carbon Raman signals were obtained for the 15 minutes and 30 minutes CVD processed chips, consistent with our SEM observation.
Fig. 6 First derivative of the X-ray excited C KLL spectra of HOPG, CVD treated samples and diamond. The D value which corresponds to the area ratio of $sp^2$ increases with increasing ethanol CVD process time. That RGO growth starts from the edges and does not fill up the large spaces in the 15 and 30 minutes samples. The Raman G-band carbon intensity of the 1 hour sample and GO flake was ~70% and ~40% of the 2 hour sample’s intensity respectively. Since Raman intensity of the allowed peak is proportional to the volume of sample, the intensity difference suggests a smaller amount of new RGO in the 1 hour versus the 2 hour sample.

The G-band and the 2-D band of the RGO growths are also observed to down and up-shift respectively as CVD time increases. Both bands shift towards that of HOPG, an indication of structural changes towards graphite as process time increases. The D/G peak intensity ratio of the RGO growth in the 2 hours CVD sample decreases to 0.71 from GO’s ratio of 1.02, suggests a significant increase in the average size of the $sp^2$ domain. This new RGO growth’s D/G intensity ratio of 0.71 is remarkably low compared to 0.88 on RGO flakes after 2 hours ethanol CVD or 1.56 on RGO flakes reduced with 12 hours of hydrazine vapor. Using the Tuinstra-Koenig empirical formula, the lateral domain size of the $sp^2$ graphitic ring cluster on the newly grown RGO is found to be ~5.7 nm.

In the 2D-band of HOPG and in the graphene sheets of 5 or more layers, there are 2 components, 2D$_1$ (2690cm$^{-1}$) and 2D$_2$ (2732cm$^{-1}$) as reported earlier. Figure S3 shows this deconvoluted 2D$_1$ and 2D$_2$ bands of HOPG. It is noted that in our ethanol CVD treated chips, both new growth and pre-existing GO flakes, do not show the 2D$_1$ and 2D$_2$ bands typical of HOPG, thus suggesting the thickness of the layers must be less than 5 layers, which we confirm with the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) later in this manuscript.

Raman spectroscopy can distinguish the number of layers of carbon. Increasing the number of layers up-shifts the Raman 2D peak position. A Raman image can then be reconstructed by mapping out the peak position in our samples. This reconstruction is shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The peak position shift of 23 cm$^{-1}$ between the 2D peaks is shown in Figure 4c. From the Raman map, the overall coverage of the substrate by pre-existing RGO and newly grown RGO is ca. 100%.

Figure 5 reports the C1s XPS spectra of original GO, 15 mins CVD-processed RGO and 120 mins CVD-processed RGO. In Figure 5a, the C1s signal can be deconvoluted into C-C (284.6 eV), C-OH (286.3 eV) and C=O (287.2 eV). These assignments are in agreement to previous reports. After CVD treatment of 15 minutes (Figure 5b), the carbonyl and epoxy acid signatures were diminished from their starting intensities and were dwarfed by the C-C signals. The atomic percentage (at%) for the different functional groups are calculated with respect to the total area of the C1s peak. C-C bond accounted for 49.6, 76.5 and 84.2 at% in the RGO sample after CVD treatment of 0, 15 and 120 mins respectively. The C-O at% decreased from 9.7 at% to 84.2 at% in the RGO sample after CVD treatment of 0, 15 and 120 mins respectively. This C=O bond peak (initially at 9.7 at%) was completely removed after 15 mins of CVD treatment and could possibly be reduced to C-O bonds, a reduced species arising from reduction of the C=O in GO. Between the 15 and 120 mins sample the C-O at% decreased from 23.5 to 15.8 at%, suggesting that graphitization and growth has taken place. The XPS results confirms the identity of reduced graphene oxide, complete removal of C=O bonds and that graphitization and growth can continue up to 120 mins as shown in Figure 5c.
Fig. 7 AFM images with Root Mean Squared (RMS) roughness value and corresponding height profile of Graphene oxide with different stages of CVD process.

**Table 1.** D parameter and sp² percentage area of different carbon samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>D (eV)</th>
<th>% sp²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOPG</td>
<td>21.87</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGO (2 hours CVD)</td>
<td>21.45</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGO (1 hour CVD)</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGO (30 mins CVD)</td>
<td>19.79</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGO (15 mins CVD)</td>
<td>19.58</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGO (12 hours hydrazine vapor)</td>
<td>18.74</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>18.23</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to C1s spectra, the C KLL spectra were also measured to compare sp² to sp³ ratio in the treated samples. Figure 6 shows the spectra of the first derivative of X-ray excited C KLL between diamond, HOPG and CVD treated samples (treatment times = 15, 30, 60, 120 minutes). The D value between the maximum of the positive-going excursion and the minimum of the negative-going excursion in the derivative XAES spectra represents the energy separation. This D value conforms to linear proportionality between the graphite and diamond. Increasing D is associated to the increasing number of π electrons and the percentage of sp² area in the film. The assignment of peaks for D value calculations are as reported in previous literature.

The D values and calculated sp² percentage through linear interpolation between HOPG and diamond are tabulated in Table 1. With increasing treatment time, the percentage of sp² increases, due to the contributions from graphitization of existing flakes and new enlarged growth of the RGO. The calculated 42% sp² area in as-synthesized GO is in good agreement with literature. The percentages of sp² sites on RGO increased to 93% with 2 hours of ethanol CVD treatment. This sp² sites increase corresponds to a factor of more than 2 times from the initial GO flake.

AFM images with RMS roughness value and corresponding height profile of RGO flake at different ethanol CVD treatment time are shown in Figure 7. In the first 30 minutes of ethanol CVD treatment, the thickness of graphene oxide flake increases to ~2nm; after which carbon islets of ~2nm start to form on the GO flake and increase in distribution. These islets on the flake do not agglomerate into a continuous layer. This is reflected in the RMS roughness of the RGO flake which increases significantly from 0.9 (30 mins ethanol CVD treatment) to 3.1 (2 hour ethanol CVD treatment). This 2-4nm height corresponds to 2-4 layer of GO flakes and is in agreement with our Raman observation of less than 5 RGO layers.

After 30 minutes of ethanol CVD treatment, carbon islets of diameter <50nm are observed outside the RGO flake. In contrast, to the islets formed on RGO flakes, the islets on the substrate agglomerate as time progresses, to larger islets of ~80nm in the 1 hour sample and finally into a layer up to 400nm across in the 2 hour sample. This agglomeration corresponds to a peak in RMS value at 3.3 (1 hour CVD) which then decreases to 2.8 (2 hours CVD).

We also investigated the effect of CVD process time on the electrical resistance on the samples using a 4-point probe setup. Samples were reduced differently with 15, 30, 60 and 120 minutes of ethanol CVD and hydrazine vapor. 5 samples were prepared for each condition. Their electrical resistance and standard deviation were then measured, as shown in Table 2. For accurate comparison, all the chips were made in one single batch. The average resistance of samples after 15 minutes of ethanol
CVD is 2 magnitudes less than hydrazine reduced samples. This could be due to the improved graphitization of the RGO as shown in our Raman and XPS analysis. However, the relative standard deviation for these 15 mins treated sample only decreased marginally by 9.8%. We highlight that as CVD treatment time increases to 2 hours; the electrical resistance decreased by 99.8% and the relative standard deviation decreased by 79.5% compared to hydrazine vapor reduced samples. This resistance drop can be attributed to improvement between inter-flake connections while the standard deviation drop is attributed to the complete 100% RGO coverage of sample chips, as show in SEM and Raman Mapping.

Back-gated Field-Effect Transistors (FET) based on 2-hour ethanol CVD processed RGO sheets was fabricated and their electrical properties tested under ambience temperature and pressure. The channel length of 100µm was chosen to ensure that the transport is bulk limited and the role of contacts minimized.

**Table 2. Electrical measurements of RGO processed under different conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduction Conditions</th>
<th>Hydrazine Vapor Reduction</th>
<th>Ethanol CVD Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 hours</td>
<td>15 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Resistance</td>
<td>1.99E+06</td>
<td>6.10E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ω/□)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute Standard</td>
<td>1.60E+06</td>
<td>4.42E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation (Ω)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Standard</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 Output characteristics $I_d$-$V_g$ (drain current- drain voltage) of the transistor device under different applied gate voltages and $I_d$-$V_d$ (drain current-gate voltage) transfer curve of bottom-gated graphene FET under sweeping $V_g$.

In summary, atmospheric pressure ethanol CVD has been demonstrated to reduce oxygen moieties and extend the size of GO. The GO catalysed the deposition of carbon and this growth extension was observed by the SEM and characterized to be RGO using Raman and XPS. Raman spectra indicated that the ethanol grown RGO film possesses lower defect density, better than thermally reduced or hydrazine reduced RGO. We also highlight that our approach reduces electrical resistance and decreases the standard deviation between chips. Our finding suggests that the electrical conductivity is not limited by the presence of defects in the form of carbon vacancies, which cannot be healed by annealing or reduction. To the best of our knowledge, these results constitute the first example of using GO for growth extension. In a broader perspective, the possibility of GO growth represents a big step forward to fabrication of practical and usable electronics.
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